
Dale Watson Presented  

Outstanding Service to Industry Award 
 

Dale Watson, PE was named the recipient of the Iowa Section’s Outstanding Service to 

the Iowa Drinking Water Industry.  The award was presented at the Section’s annual 

conference. 

 

John Dunn, Iowa Section Past Chair and Director of the Ames Water and Pollution 

Control presented the award to Dale and shared the following with those in attendance at 

the Section’s annual conference in Des Moines. 

 

“Dale grew up in Montezuma, Iowa.  After graduating from Montezuma high 

school, Dale started his college career at Iowa State University in Ames, Iowa and 

received his B.S. in Civil Engineering in 1972.  He went on to earn his M.S. in 

Sanitary Engineering in 1975; and then his Ph.D. in Environmental Engineering 

in 1983.” 

 

“Dale's experience in environmental engineering began right after graduation in 

1972 when he headed out west to join a small consulting firm.  He decided that 

wasn’t quite for him and his family, and he returned to ISU as a research assistant.  

From 1974 to 1980 Dale worked for Rieke Carroll Mueller Associates in 

Minnesota.  He later returned to ISU in 1980 as a research fellow while studying 

for his PhD; after which he taught at ISU as an assistant professor.  He returned to 

Rieke Carroll Mueller in 1987.  He worked for the private sector in both the 

industrial and consulting industries before finding a home in Ames with FOX 

Engineering where he has spent the past 23 years.  Dale served as President of 

FOX Engineering from 2000 to 2009.” 

 

“Over his career, Dale has served as a project engineer, project manager, and as 

an officer and director of consulting engineering firms.  His responsibilities have 

included facility evaluation and planning, process evaluation, design, operations 

assistance, and technical engineering management.  Dr. Watson has authored 

many reports, presented technical seminars, and consulted on a variety of 

specialized topics in the environmental engineering field in the U.S.” 

 

“Dale is a professional engineer registered in Iowa, Minnesota, Kansas, Colorado, 

South Dakota, and Idaho. He is also one of an elite group of engineers; he is board 

certified by the American Academy of Environmental Engineers. For this 

designation, an engineer must undergo rigorous testing and is then recognized by 



his peers as someone who is dedicated to improving the practice, elevating the 

standards, and advancing the cause of environmental engineers.” 

 

“Dale recently reported that two of the most memorable milestones in his career 

happen to be for the same client. It is rather unique that early in his career he was 

part of the design team for the Ames Water Pollution Control Facility, and until 

his retirement two weeks ago had been the lead process design engineer for the 

new Ames Water Treatment Plant; something that has been a personal and 

professional pleasure for me.”  

 

 

“Dale's dedication to his clients is second to none.  He is a gifted strategist and 

understands that to serve clients well we must keep their “big picture” in mind.  

He enjoys the day-to-day interaction with clients, many of whom he calls friends, 

and the joys of a job well-done.  He set high standards for his coworkers with his 

meticulous focus on detail and an unwavering belief that one must always “take 

the high road.”  His careful mentoring of young engineers is a reflection of his 

leadership style at FOX, and will undoubtedly result in Dale’s approach and 

philosophies continuing to live on in their culture.  He leads by example with 

patience, wisdom, a terrific sense of humor, and an unmatched willingness to 

listen.” 

 

“His contributions to the water/wastewater industry are numerous: he served on 

numerous IDNR committees, the American Council of Engineering Companies 

board and committees, the annual conference program and leadership institute 

committees for Iowa Section AWWA, and he was a valued participant in many 

winning Top Ops competitions at section annual meetings. He is a gifted speaker 

and has willingly shared his expertise at numerous conferences.” 

 

“Having retired at the end of September, Dale will now enjoy more time with his 

wife, their daughter and son and their families.  Something not many know about 

him, Dale is an avid horseman and competes in carriage driving competitions with 

his Morgan named Royal.  Dale’s wife June or son Derek often ride as the second 

person in competitions.” 

 

“Dale’s expertise and wisdom will be missed at FOX and by his colleagues and 

clients.  But look for him to return occasionally as a consultant on special 

projects.” 

 

 


